Abstract: I report on a dispersive matrix element calculation of B 7,8 performed within a fully rigorous theoretical framework which incorporates experimental data as a central ingredient. This approach is the first to correctly implement two-loop matching of the effective theory to the dispersive description while using the same scheme dependence as the calculation of the OPE coefficients. The numerical treatment is also completely new and provides a determination of not only central values for B 7,8 but also legitimate estimates of their uncertainties.
Introduction
The Standard Model formula for / involves in part the matrix element (ππ) I=2 |Q 8 |K 0 . The ordinary definition of the associated B-parameter B (3/2) 8 involves dividing this matrix element by its vacuum insertion value, whose determination unfortunately depends on imprecisely known light-quark masses. Instead, I will work with the modified quantities B 7, 8 in which the matrix elements are divided by 1 GeV 3 . That is, if the matrix element of operator Q k is expressed in units of GeV 3 , then it is numercially equal to B k . Also, in this talk I work with the operator
to be contrasted with
as used previously in Ref. [2] . In particular, one has
In the chiral limit, (ππ) I=2 |Q 8 |K 0 is proportional to vacuum matrix elements
where
In the above, the superscript '(0)' denotes evaluation in the chiral limit, q = u, d, s, τ 3 is a Pauli (flavor) matrix, {λ a } are the Gell Mann color matrices and the subscripts on O 1 , O 8 refer to the color carried by their currents. The purpose of this talk is to derive dispersive expressions for O 1, 8 , to describe their evaluation and to present preliminary numerical results.
Analytical Developments
The key ingredient is study of the amplitude
This quantity has a familiar form -the exhange of a W-boson between two currents. However, the chiral structure of these currents differs from the LH weak currents which appear in the Standard Model. The amplitude M is of interest for two reasons. On the one hand, it can be cast in terms of an effective theory which involves
If we can determine the Wilson coefficients c 1,8 (µ) then we will have direct access to O 1,8 µ .
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On the other hand, one can relate M to a correlator ∆Π(Q 2 ),
where ∆Π ≡ Π v − Π a is the difference of isospin vector and axialvector correlators. The imaginary part of ∆Π is proportional to a measurable spectral function ∆ρ,
where Q 2 ≡ −q 2 is the variable for spacelike momenta. The dependence upon ∆ρ will allow us to use ALEPH data from τ decays [3] as an aid in determining M and thus O 1,8 µ .
Wilson Coefficients
A two-loop analysis of c 1,8 (µ) requires matching between the effective and full theories at the scale µ = M W using one-loop amplitudes. [2] This is followed by renormalization group (RG) evolution to smaller µ using a two-loop anomalous dimension matrix (e.g. see Ref. [4] ). The matching and RG evolution are performed in MS renormalization and contains explicit scheme dependence (NDR, HV). Special care must be taken for HV RGevolution to allow for a weak current anomalous dimension. In order that QCD perturbation theory continue to make sense, the renormalization scale µ should be kept sufficiently high (µ ≥ 2 GeV). We obtain for the case of N c = 3 and n f = 4 the results
In the above the scheme dependence appears in the constants d s , A 1 and A 8 ,
2 205/36 −1/6 HV 1/6 −10/3 169/36 11/6
We have also listed another scheme dependent quantity B which will appear below.
Correlator ∆Π(Q 2 )
Let us partition the amplitude M respectively into low momentum (M < (µ)) and high momentum (M > (µ)) components M = M < (µ) + M > (µ), where
We can substitute the operator product expansion (OPE) for ∆Π(Q 2 ) in the high momentum component M > (µ). Recall [5] that in the chiral limit, the leading term in the OPE for ∆Π carries dimension-six (d = 6) while the so-called higher orders comprise d = 8, 10, . . .,
The quantity ∆Π(Q 2 ) consists of all OPE contributions with d > 6.
Analytical Results
Upon equating the effective theory form of M with the correlator form, we obtain expressions in MS renormalization for the d = 6 part of the OPE,
We also obtain two sum rules DG1 and DG2 which extend earlier versions found by Donoghue and Golowich [2] . The sum rule DG1 is given by
whereas DG2 has the form
The quantities I 1,8 are spectral integrals,
in which the spectral function ∆ρ(s) is multiplied by the weights K 1,8 (s, µ),
There appear also the quantities H 1 (µ) and H 8 (µ),
which each contain the OPE component ∆Π associated with higher dimensions d > 6.
Numerical Analysis
Our discussion thus far has dealt with a dispersive analysis of O 1,8 which leads rather naturally to expressions for O 1,8 which involve integrals of spectral functions times certain weights. It would seem that there is nothing left to do at this point aside from the easy task of merely evaluating these integrals. However, we have found such evaluations to be highly nontrivial. This is especially the case if weights are large in regions where the spectral function is unknown. Given the difficulty of the problem, realistic error bars should be provided along with central values in such evaluations.
The Numerical Problem
The numerical problem defined by our dispersive analysis amounts to the linear system
where the transfer matrix is given in terms of the known (scheme dependent) constants A 1,8 , B and the strong fine structure constant α s (µ),
There is an output vector of the vacuum matrix elements we wish to evaluate,
and an input vector of the spectral integrals I 1,8 and higher dimension contributions H 1,8 ,
Calculational Procedures
We have considered two methods for obtaining numerical solutions to our equations:
1. Direct Evaluation of the Dispersive Integrals: Although it is possible to formulate sum rules for the higher dimension quantities H 1,8 , an accurate determination of such sum rules is questionable. As such, it is best to somehow avoid H 1,8 altogether. We therefore evaluate the input vector at a sufficiently high renormalization scale (say µ = 4 GeV) to suppress the contributions of H 1,8 relative to I 1,8 . The evaluation of I 1,8 at µ = 4 GeV is performed with a procedure we call the Residual Weight Method (RWM), to be described in the following subsection. Finally we employ the two-loop RG anomalous dimension matrix to evolve from µ = 4 GeV down to µ = 2 GeV.
Finite Energy Sum Rules (FESR):
This approach is performed at low scales, in the vicinity of µ = 2 GeV. It yields values for the d = 6 coefficient a 6 = I 8 − H 8 as well as the d > 6 contributions which embody the higher dimension quantities H 1,8 . Since the FESR method relies heavily on the OPE, we assume its validity here. Work is underway to test this assumption.
Residual Weight Method (RWM)
There are powerful constraints on ∆ρ(s) which assist in the evaluation of the spectral integrals. In the low energy region (s ≤ m 2 τ ) there is data from tau decay. In the high energy region (s ≥ s asy ) one has the two-loop OPE, which it suffices to write here schematically as ∆ρ(s) ∼ tiny s 3 (s ≥ s asy )
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which constrain ∆ρ(s) over all energy scales. Recall that superscript '(0)' indicates evaluation in the chiral limit. We employ numerical values for F 
